Questions:
Capgemini interview questions
1st round
1. Explain ur framework
2. How to handle alerts
3. Switch to last window - write code
4. Drag and drop
5. Some question in action class
6. Maven advantages
7. How to handle secured https site - firefox profile
8. Class
2 nd round:
1. Write code for read excel
2. Write code for connecting db.
3. What is the challenges u faced while creating framework
4. What else u contributed in creating framework apart from selenium
code.
5. Explain ur framework, given paper and pen to draw framework structure
- explained 20 mins
6. For some ppl thy asked java question too. Oops concepts, interface
constructor, abstract class, etc
7. Check if the given string is palindrome or not.
8. You have a string with alphabets, numeric & special character. Write a
code to print alphabets, numeric and special character separately
9. Diff between list and set

10.Assume you have a table with col a as {1,2,3,4,5} and col b with {4,5,7}.
Write a sql query to fetch the common data alone
11.Given an array int a[] = int a{1,2,2,6,7,3,4,4,5,5,6,7}. Find the duplicate
numbers in the above array and store in to a separate array
12.Explain about your framework
13.Write a program to copy all contents from one excel sheet to another
sheet?
14.Difference between find element and find elements
15.% of automation tests and manual tests in project ? How will you classify
the test cases to be done in manual or automation
16.Challenges faced in selenium
17.Write a code to read a data from excel and verify the data matches with
the drop-down option available in page
18.You have 5 windows. If title matches with that window, then leave it
open else close the window.
19.What are all the exception you know
20.How will you click on the element that is present in a nested frame
21.Write a code to print the number in reverse order and if it is odd number
omit it
22.How will you know that the element is visible or not in page
23.Print the total no of broken link in page
24.How will you run failed cases in testng
25.Say in those failed cases some cases are not ready and need to be
omitted. How will you achieve it without changing the code
26.Write a code to run the same code twice and it should complete within 3
sec

27.Method a has annotation priority 1 and method b has depended on
methods a and priority 2 and method c has priority -34. In what order
the method executes
28.How to run entire code in package and exclude only 2 methods in class
without changing code
29.What do you know about inheritance
30.What is overloading and overriding
31.Say a variable is declared as static in class a and class b extends class a.
Can i modify the variable value in class b
32.What is reflection in java
33.How will you run a specific set of testcases in parallel and some
testcases in sequential
34.How do you verify that the checkbox is selected and if not the select the
checkbox
.csv and xml file format reader
. Click check box in a frame and enter text in another frame and come
back to previous frame to submit
35.Tell about ur framework
36.What s ur role in jenkins
37.Inner join and left join
38.Why you coming out of amazon
39.Drag and drop : is it possible to drag from a window and drop it on
another window
40. given an input 123abc,;) i need output as a= 123 b = abc c= ,;)
41.Wap to reverse your name
42.Wap to display the following output
43.Input - fname143 lname

44.Output - fname lname8
45.Write a logic to close all the child browser and come back to the parent
browser and perform some action
46.How do you perform a right click
47.What is jenkins
48.X path syntax for following and following sibling
49.How do you scroll using java script executor
50.Click the button without using click(), submit().
51.What is scale out error and how you overcome that error
52.Difference between absolute nd relative xpath
53.Super interface for web driver interface
54.What are arrays?
55.What is overloading
56.How to give input text in the text box without calling the send keys()
method?
57.What are the ways to refresh the browser using selenium?
58.How to handle hidden elements in selenium web driver?
59.How to download in selenium?
60.Difference between absolute nd relative xpath
61.Difference between final and static
62.What is string builder and string buffer
63.Java string is mutable or immutable
64.How do you read a javascript variable in selenium web driver?
65.How would you make sure that a page is loaded using selenium ?
66.How can u send text input to a focused element?
67.What is stale element exception?
68.How do you deal with frame elements in selenium on a page?

69.Framework explanation
70.Explain about bug life cycle
71.How to switch the frame
72.Write a code to read the data from excel.
73.How to get the value from dynamic web table
74.What is test and regression testing
75.What is cucumber? What do you about cucumber
76.Explain cucumber tags
77.What are hooks ,what is dry run
78.What is scenario outline, scenario
79.Write a java program to print the unique char in a string

